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1. Introduction: Paper Topic
There are two main causes to the destabilization and long-term recession currently affecting the 
world economy as evidenced by the Lehman Shock and other issues. The ﬁrst cause is globalization, 
a phenomenon that affects both financial and real economies. The second cause is the reduction of 
regional economic activities accompanying globalization and its subsequent weakening of the policy 
safety net. The ideologues that have supported this globalization are absolutist in regards to the function 
of the market, and assign to it maximum importance. They believe in a kind of “neo-liberalism”1 that 
seeks small government, the relaxation of regulations, and privatization.
There are several theories2 as to when this “neo-liberalism” ﬁrst came to be genuinely reﬂected in 
policy in Japan, but fundamentally, it began with the 1987 privatization of Japan National Railways (the 
present JR Group; hereafter referred to as “National Railways” and “privatization”). This “privatization” 
was not limited to simple organizational and managerial alteration of a public enterprise, and was 
highly political in nature. The political nature of this privatization is evidenced in the following two 
points.
The ﬁrst is the following declaration made by the driving force behind privatization, former Prime 
Minister Nakasone: “It was a policy enacted to destroy Sohyo, the national center of labor unions 
opposed to the Liberal Party administration, the National Railway Workers’ Union (hereafter referred 
to as Kokuro), as it was a union central to that organization, and ﬁnally the opposition Socialist Party 
of Japan.”3 In fact, Sohyo was dissolved alongside the Socialist Party of Japan. Kokuro became a small 
union with less than 10% of its peak membership.
The second point is the complete scrapping of the supplementary Diet resolution that stated, 
“Persons working at National Railways will not lose their livelihood as a result of privatization.” 
Kokuro union members opposed this “privatization” to the end, and in actuality there were many 
instances of union members being nominated for dismissal. Dismissed union members entered into a 
“self-support system” to protect their livelihoods in the form of a labor dispute group (known within 
Kokuro as the Kokuro “Struggle Group” (Kokuro Tosodan)). Most of these union members worked and 
lived in Hokkaido, Kyushu, and other depopulated areas.
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The expulsion of union members from their jobs began several years prior to privatization in 1987. 
Most National Railways workers were discriminatorily separated from their regular occupations and 
were forced to “work” at ofﬁces with neither work to perform nor air-conditioning. Their human rights 
were trampled. The reason for this was the labor union members’ opposition to privatization. Managers 
and other labor unions in favor of privatization worked ﬁercely to ouster Kokuro by “not employing 
(union members opposed to privatization) at JR under current conditions”. As a result, many individuals 
were forced to leave. In the midst of such discrimination, most union members that remained with 
Kokuro and other unions opposed to privatization were not hired (which is to say, they were dismissed) 
by the JR Group, the successor to National Railways. The number of employees dismissed in this 
manner totaled 7,628 nationwide. The dismissed Kokuro union members were from 1987 given three-
year assignments with the “JNR Settlement Corporation” (Kokutetsu-Seisanjigyodan). After being 
subjected to what was referred to as “Re-Hiring Mediation and Education”, they were dismissed for 
a second time at the end of March 1990. The number of persons dismissed numbered 1,047, of which 
966 (92.6%) were Kokuro union members. Among these, 99.2% were members of one of the three 
unions opposed to privatization. This is clearly anti-union discrimination and can only be described 
as “unfair labor practice by the state”, but to this day, no one in the government or in management has 
taken responsibility.
In this manner, a giant labor dispute group was created, the likes of which have seldom been seen 
in the history of Japanese labor unions. The assertion of the JNR Settlement Corporation was that, “We 
have mediated job changes and provided work guidance. These men were not in compliance and it is 
natural that they would therefore lose their jobs.” This would later become generalized as the “National 
Railways Style of Restructuring.” These 1,047 dismissed workers, coming mainly from the Kokuro 
“Struggle Group”, fought for 23 years from privatization in 1987 and 20 years from the time of their 
1990 dismissal from the JNR Settlement Corporation until a “collective settlement” was reached in 
June 2010. This ﬁght is known as the “National Railways Struggle.”
Kokuro “Struggle Group” (Kokuro labor dispute groups; Kokuro Tosodan) were formed under this 
system of extreme privatization, primarily in depopulated areas across Japan. This paper will examine 
the conditions of one of these Kokuro labor dispute groups, that of the Otoineppu Labor Dispute 
Group (Otoineppu Tosodan) in Otoineppu Village, Hokkaido. The growth of organizations such as the 
Otoineppu Labor Dispute Group and other groups formed across Japan represented the extension of the 
self-support system. As these led to the organization of NPOs and other groups, one of the goals of this 
paper is to clarify the important roles played by these groups in the regional societies of depopulated 
areas. At their peak in 1994, there were 16 such labor dispute organizations across Japan with 317 
active members.4 These organizations serve more than their original purpose of being a means for 
pursuing labor disputes or for the “self-support” of union members; they play an important additional 
role.
One goal of this study is to clarify that non-profit sector organizations realized by the “social 
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economy” of workers’ cooperatives and NPOs formed by the investments of workers themselves are 
socially useful. In the midst of receding public services, the role of the non-proﬁt sector that realizes 
“social economy” is increasing worldwide. This has been systematically analyzed and considered 
by Defourny,5 Jeantet,6 Tsukamoto,7 and Borzaga,8 among others. The actual conditions of labor 
dispute group organizations and the Otoineppu Labor Dispute Group as of 1994 have been described 
by Kaneko,9 who was a concerned party, and others. This paper will take into consideration this 
kind of previously conducted research in an attempt to further clarify the societal utility of NPOs in 
depopulated areas.
2. Conditions in the Area of Investigation10
The area of investigation for this paper is Otoineppu Village, located in Hokkaido’s Nakagawa District 
in the northernmost part of Kamikawa Subprefecture. This is an area with extreme differences in 
temperature between summer and winter. It is an area with one of the heaviest snowfalls in Hokkaido, 
with some winter days seeing snow accumulation exceed 12 meters. Of the village’s total area of 
27,564 hectares, 23,631 hectares are forested, 4,062 hectares are suitable for habitation, and 1,830 
acres are cultivated mountainous areas. The population of the area is the smallest of all of the self-
governing regions of Hokkaido, and had decreased to only 894 residents in 2010. This is a depopulated 
area that has seen its population shrink to 1/5 of its 1954 population, which was in excess of 4,200 
persons. However, this population data takes into account the students of a residential high school, 
and the actual population barely reaches 900. The high school students almost always leave the village 
upon graduation. Because of this, the number of individuals starting their careers in the village is low. 
Generally speaking, depopulated areas see an increase in the average age of the population, but the 
rate of aging in Otoineppu Village is lower than that in the surrounding communities. For example, 
neighboring Bifuka Town has more urban areas than Otoineppu Village, but its rate of population 
aging is 31.0% compared with Otoineppu Village’s 25.4%. Sato11 calls this condition “secondary 
depopulation”. In his analysis, he highlights the situation as follows: “The deterioration of living 
conditions in Otoineppu Village is particularly striking, and has progressed to the point that even 
households of elderly individuals cannot continue to live there.”
Agriculture and forestry are the main industries of the village. Large-scale planting of crops also 
occurs, with processing-use potatoes being planted in the past and specially produced buckwheat and 
other crops being planted today. However, as the scale of dairy and crop farming expands, the rate at 
which people are giving up farming is increasing. There are only 25 farming households remaining in 
the village, and the number of persons engaged in agriculture has fallen to below 50. Forestry can also 
hardly be called a mainstay industry given the lackluster demand for domestically produced timber. 
However, woodworking and handicrafts are one of the few special industries of Otoineppu, and are 
known in part because the late Bikky Sunazawa established his studio in the area. The village refers to 
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itself as the “village of forests and master craftsmen”, and is working hard to train the successors of the 
woodworkers. The Otoineppu Arts and Handicrafts High School is the only village-run residential high 
school with an independent handicrafts department in all of Japan.
3. History as a Strategic Transportation Location and Movements to the Present12
Otoineppu Village is an area the history of which cannot be told without mentioning the railroad. 
Otoineppu Station is in the center of Otoineppu Village, and is located on the JR Soya Main Line 
about halfway from Asahikawa City to Wakkanai City, the northernmost city in Japan. In 1912, the 
Soya Main Line extended as far as Otoineppu, and work began on a line to Wakkanai City through 
Hamatonbetsu Town (the old Tenpoku Line). This line was completed in 1935. The current Soya Main 
Line was completed in 1937 to Wakkanai City through Horonobe Town. For this reason, Otoineppu 
Village became a strategic transportation location as it was the point at which these two east-west lines 
diverged.
However, in the period around 1970, National Railways was experiencing problematic losses 
and widespread rationalization of operations began to take place. At the same time, roads were being 
constructed along the railroad lines and freight shipments began to be delivered by truck. Furthermore, 
in 1989, immediately following privatization, the Tenpoku Line through Hamatonbetsu was eliminated 
and the area came to be serviced by private bus. Presently, a limited express train operates on the Soya 
Main Line, and this train stops at Otoineppu Station. However, in recent years, there have been an 
increasing number of intercity buses in operation and the night train that ran through Otoineppu has 
been eliminated, further reducing the position of the railroad.
In the past, there were tens workers permanently stationed at Otoineppu Station, including 
maintenance and other workers. Presently, there are only one or two workers at the station in the 
afternoon. The wide lot surrounding the station is empty and covered in weeds. The old National 
Railways apartments located there have been taken over by the village, and the members of the labor 
dispute group continue to live in the now village-operated apartments. Inside the seldom-used station 
building is the “Stand-and-Eat Soba Noodle Restaurant”, which is known throughout the country and 
is doing good business. Unfortunately, “stand-and-eat soba noodles” clearly cannot be a mainstay 
industry of the village.
4. The Development of Self-Support Organizations in Otoineppu Village13
(1) Self-Support Systems in the Early Period Around 1990
When the members of the Otoineppu Labor Dispute Group were dismissed from the JNR Settlement 
Corporation in April 1990 they lost the entirety of their incomes, and as such were forced to create 
a system of self-support. Members ﬁrst took part-time jobs in road construction and in other on-site 
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industries. One Otoineppu Labor Dispute Group member stated the following regarding the period 
around 1990:
“In my first job, I was hired by the day as a construction worker. We would go into the 
mountains to construct roads, repair rivers, and do other on-site construction work. We would 
pool our pay for the day and divide it evenly between us, and that’s how we got money to live. 
At the construction site we group members were labeled as ‘the lazy ones that got fired’, and 
were discriminated against. However, in those ﬁrst days, the economy was good and work could 
be found. Also, no matter what job we were at, we always worked our hardest, proud of being 
‘National Railways Men.’ Our reputation at the worksites also gradually improved.”
However, as this is an area of heavy snowfall, the only work available in winter is snow removal. 
Because of this, the next step was to leave for other areas to ﬁnd work. Long periods working in Tokyo 
followed, with some instances of members being unable to return. Having reached their limits, they 
resolved to somehow create work in their hometown.
(2)  Development from Self-Support to Organization: The Establishment of the Workers’ 
Cooperative
The ﬁrst efforts were made in the area of woodworking. Woodwork was already the signature product 
of Otoineppu, and was also one of the administrative policies for village development. The village 
lent the group woodworking machines free of charge, and work began in earnest. The beginning was 
marked by a period of trial and error. Finally, orders began coming in for the group’s woodcarvings 
from unions in other areas for products such as the “Struggle Resolution Commemoratives.” In this 
way, the group was supported. Recently, the group’s skills have increased, and orders have begun to be 
received from village residents. The group’s goods are even sold at highway rest areas.
With the local business taking root, the group established the “Otoineppu Workers’ Cooperative” 
(Rokyo Otoineppu) in June 1991 to develop the self-support organization into an enterprise 
organization. Investments in Rokyo are made by the workers themselves, and the workers jointly 
manage the organization. However, this kind of “Manufacturing (Workers) Cooperative” is not 
recognized under Japanese legislation regarding cooperatives.14 Before legislation was passed allowing 
NPOs, in order to become a corporation various requirements had to be fulfilled, after which the 
organization could become a cooperative such as a medium- or small-scale enterprise cooperative or 
livelihood cooperative, or alternately could become a limited company or other kind of business. Those 
were the only two choices available, neither of which was appropriate for the labor dispute group 
organization. As a result, the organization operated without corporate status.
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(3) Organization Development into Yokan Jelly Bars and Miso Soy Bean Paste Production
The next business the group became involved with was the production of yokan, a kind of jelly bar 
made from sweetened beans. Two people were sent to an established confectioner in Kamakura City, 
Kanagawa Prefecture, where they studied yokan manufacturing methods. While this confectioner was 
not directly related to the labor dispute group, they understood and were sympathetic to their situation 
and taught them the trade. Hokkaido is a production area for adzuki beans, which are an ingredient 
used in making yokan. The group’s yokan became popular when they began making new products with 
other Hokkaido-produced ingredients such as haskap (blue-berreid honeysuckle) and pumpkin. At that 
time, the Kokuro’s integrated sales were developed across the country and production was expanded 
in a satisfactory manner. Woodworking and yokan production were not temporary part-time jobs that 
simply made use of laborers; these were jobs that required the use of one’s own facilities. The three 
individuals that became “craftsmen” have been able to be continuously engaged in production, leading 
to the prospect of future stability within this Rokyo project.
In 1993, Rokyo established a Three-Year Project Plan, but as the direction of both village and area 
revitalization were in harmony, Rokyo was afterward able to advance projects in coordination with the 
administration. At that time, close to 200 individuals with ties to the group (including families) were 
residing in the village. The village itself also had no choice but to give project support to the group as 
there are less than 1,000 residents in the village, one out of ﬁve of whom is unemployed.
With increasing support in 1998 the group began its next undertaking, namely, the manufacture 
and sale of “Otoineppu Miso Soy Bean Paste.” It is said that this enterprise was started because the 
family of group member 20 on the chart was once engaged in rice malting. Group member number 20 
learned how to make miso paste as he helped out with the family business, and worked hard at product 
development. Only Hokkaido-produced soybeans and rice were purchased from the agricultural 
cooperative for use as ingredients in the miso paste. The resulting paste used only ingredients made in 
Japan and contained no additives. Of course, the soybeans used were not genetically modiﬁed (non-
GM). As miso paste must be left to age for one and a half to two years and then blended to taste, it is a 
product that requires both time and effort. From 1998, production stabilized and the miso paste could 
be commercialized. Before long, the group was producing ﬁve to six tons of miso paste each year. The 
decision to produce miso paste was rooted in the fact that there is no construction work in the area 
during the winter, making it necessary to look for work in other areas. Miso production was selected 
because it is carried out during the winter months. The investment funds required to buy the ten million 
yen worth of machinery needed for miso production were accumulated through a five million yen 
contribution from the labor dispute group fund, and a 50% grant from the village. In order to reduce 
expenses, the group members remodeled the Rokyo ofﬁces themselves, and constructed their workshop 
by hand.
From this, miso production has increased to 40 tons a year, but as production requires two years, 
the current yearly output is about 20 tons. The retail price is set at about 600 yen per kilogram, making 
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this an enterprise the gross proﬁts of which reach twelve million yen. If one assumes an earnings rate 
of 60 percent then 7.2 million yen of revenue enters into the labor dispute group. If production could 
be expanded to 100 tons a year, then 30–40% of the yearly salaries of all of the group members can 
be covered through miso production alone. Miso paste is an indispensable everyday condiment, and is 
more advantageous than yokan, which is a non-essential item. For this reason, the expansion of miso 
production will play an important role in establishing the independence of the organization.
As Otoineppu Miso has no additives and uses only non-GM soybeans, the number of repeat 
customers is rising considerably. Together with yokan, it is presently a central part of the labor union’s 
sales, and is sold at agricultural cooperative supermarkets and highway rest stops. Direct sales are 
also made to co-ops in other regions, as well as to consumer groups in Kansai. Internet sales have 
also begun. Recently, word has spread about the good ﬂavor of the miso, and hotels and restaurants in 
Tokyo have begun placing orders as well. Sales have developed beyond the original framework of “labor 
dispute group sales.”
(4) From Rokyo to NPO
Because of depopulation, the village is in a difficult situation financially. The administration has 
had to outsource various types of projects from direct management to the private sector. Within this 
environment, Rokyo Otoineppu has had success in a number of projects and can be counted on in terms 
of labor, making the group an important outsourcing partner. Concrete examples of work outsourced 
to the group include mangement of woodworking classrooms at the Mountain Community Exchange 
Center, management of the village ski area, weeding of areas managed of the village park, and cleaning 
work at schools and other facilities. While there is competition with other companies, there are now 
some types of outsourced work that would not be performed if Rokyo did not exist.
However, many types of problems have arisen owing to Rokyo not possessing corporate status. 
From regulations such as the requirement that vehicles be registered under private names, the group 
experienced many inconveniences when accepting work outsourced from the administration. From this, 
an application for NPO authorization was made, and on October 25, 2006, the group was recognized 
as “NPO eco-Otoineppu.” Because of its recognition as an NPO, the number of outsourced projects 
the group receives is expected to increase, and in addition, the group was in 2010 seeking new ways to 
secure employment through new projects such as green tourism and resource surveys.
At present, annual gross revenues from miso, yokan, and woodworking only amount to 20 million 
yen. The remaining 100 million yen worth of expenses is almost entirely earned through construction 
and other part-time jobs. When one considers the age of the group members, it is easy to comprehend 
the difficulties inherent to their living conditions. The expansion of outsourced work from the 
administration is therefore becoming an issue for the group.
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5. Conditions of Otoineppu Labor Dispute Group Members15
(1) Wage Pooling System and Organizational Scale
Labor dispute group members can be divided into two groups. The ﬁrst group is that of “organizational 
self-support”, a type in which members support themselves under the auspices of this kind of worksite 
organization. The second group is that of “individual self-support”, a type in which the group 
member had to leave the worksite and return to his hometown to care for ill parents or for some other 
unavoidable reason. These members only give donations to the labor dispute group. In either case, the 
money earned by the group member from construction or other work is given to the labor dispute group 
and pooled together with the revenues earned by the business organization. Afterwards, this money is 
paid out to each person in the form of wages. In the past, the Otoineppu Labor Dispute Group even 
performed allocations of wages to each person. It is said that, of all the labor dispute groups (Kokuro 
Tosodan) across the country, only the Otoineppu group was able to establish this kind of even allocation 
and complete pooling of funds. The high level of solidarity within the Otoineppu Labor Dispute Group 
is evidenced in this fact. During the hearings, interviewees spoke of the organization possessing a 
strong atmosphere of being able to “talk and help one another on a free footing” when problems arose. 
The limited characteristics of the region are also likely to have promoted this kind of mutual support. 
Whichever is the case, it can be considered that the environment played a part in the development of 
the original ideas of the group members into new enterprises, from woodworking to miso and yokan 
production.
The Otoineppu Labor Dispute Group was an organization of 48 members at the time of the “second 
dismissal” in 1990. For various reasons, four of those members later “went to the front”, and, by 2002, 
the group consisted of 44 members. Subsequently, two group members passed away, leaving 42 group 
members in March 2010. Of these, 34 members are engaged in on-site “organizational self-support.” 
Including family members, 158 people (as of 2002) in a village of less than 1,000 people have been 
engaged in a “cooperative living” arrangement as a single, large family for 20 years. At the time of 
dismissal, most of the group members were in their 20s and 30s; at the time of writing, their average 
age is 53.5 years.
(2) Lifestyle Conditions of Group Members
Even today, in a fundamental sense, wages are pooled. However, with the growth of children of the 
members, differences have emerged by household in terms of the amount of income required for living. 
As a result, upper and lower bases were set from the group’s earnings, and different allotments came to 
be made in accordance with the worker’s declaration as well as family and lifestyle conditions. As an 
aside, the average yearly salary of a worker in Northern Hokkaido is three million yen, and divisional 
chiefs in construction companies can make ﬁve million yen a year. In comparison with this, the yearly 
wage for a group member is about two million yen. This is only two-thirds of the area’s average salary, 
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and it can be said that the lifestyle conditions of group members are harsh indeed.
Conditions of the group members are as shown on the chart. Three-quarters of group members 
were working in Otoineppu during the National Railways era, and are now supporting themselves 
within view of the workplace from which they were dismissed. Within the labor dispute group are 
also people who worked at more distant areas of the old Tenpoku Line. In 2002, the average age of 
their children living at home was 22.2 years, and while the group members have now gotten past the 
childrearing period, this period overlapped with the time in which the group members were dismissed 
and had to ﬁnd a way to support themselves. There is no doubt that the difﬁculties faced by the group 
members during that period were considerable.
The author conducted hearings with a number of representative group members, and put together 
records of their lives, struggles, and mental states. Summaries of these accounts are as follows.
“At that time, if you wanted to work locally, you chose between the village ofﬁce, the post 
office, the agricultural cooperative, or National Railways. Given those choices, most of my 
friends chose National Railways. (...) National Railways had a strong sense of being a stable and 
dependable place to work. There were many parents that felt peace of mind when their children 
went to work at National Railways. Never in my dreams did I imagine that National Railways 
would disappear, and that I would be ﬁred. (...) This is a depopulated region with few trains, but 
the railroad was the only means of transportation. There was always tension in terms of safe 
transportation.”
“At that time everyone that entered National Railways was a Kokuro union member, and 
because everyone in the area was in some way related to Kokuro, it was a given that I would join. 
They say that Kokuro is a left-wing group, but it was a natural thing to be involved in as both the 
union and the battles we fought were engrained in our lives within the context of our on-site work 
and industrial relations. (...) Management was aware of our everyday struggles, and so while it 
was technically an issue of capital and labor it had an idyllic quality to it. We had a family-like 
relationship with management. (...) The term labor dispute group is easily misunderstood. Most of 
the members of our group were neither radical nor were they union leaders. Most of us were just 
regular union members. We only did what we had to do, and our actions were in line with union 
policy. (...) At that time management did a lot of nonsensical things, and what we did was oppose 
that. (...) We were young then and that might have had something to do with it, but we stuck 
with it, refusing to betray our fellows. By the time we realized it we were the only ones left. (...) 
Within the ‘smart’ Guidance Department there were a lot of people who took the lead to side with 
management. I still cannot accept the fact that JR hired them and ﬁred us.”
“The organization (NPO) was created to facilitate the labor group’s activities demanding a 
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return to work at JR. In our minds, our only goal at the beginning was for a ‘quick resolution and 
a return to work at JR.’ However, as the Struggle turned into a long-term endeavor, our thinking 
changed dramatically. (...) Our lives are here in this place. We cannot run or hide. Because of 
that, at some point we have to resolve this Struggle. Afterwards, we have to create a framework 
for ourselves in which group members and their families do not starve to death. Because of this, 
even after a resolution has been achieved, the NPO organization will be very important. (...) Most 
of our group members are over 50 years old, but they still have the strength to work and possess 
knowledge. Here in our hometown, we have up until this point received the support of the entire 
region, but in some ways we have been able to contribute to the region and have come to be relied 
on by it. In addition to our activities to support our own lives, there is a need for us to act as 
members of the region and repay the region through our activities.”
6.  Significance of the Organization and Labor Dispute Group Campaign: 
Settlement and Conclusion
As described above, the Otoineppu Labor Dispute Group (NPO eco-Otoineppu) has in a depopulated 
area of less than 900 people, more than 10% of whom are group members, developed signature 
products that make use of regional resources, such as woodworks, yokan and miso. Although the 
primary goal of the group was to support their own livelihoods, the fact of the matter is that they 
have realized enterprises in the area that amount to 20 million yen in revenues per year. Additionally, 
they have come to receive various kinds of outsourced public works projects from the village, and 
are carrying out an important organizational role in the region. The members also, at the same time 
that they demand a return to work at JR, have in order to live in the region come to be determined to 
continue their regional projects with the NPO at the center. This is clear evidence that the non-proﬁt 
sector of workers’ cooperatives and NPOs is socially useful in limited environments, and has realized 
“social economy.”
In 2000, the government and the Liberal Democratic Party advanced the “Four Party Agreement”,16 
a dispute resolution proposal in regards to the National Railways Struggle. Under the terms of the 
Four Party Agreement, each person would only be given 800,000 yen in “consolation money.” Kokuro 
Headquarters was in favor of accepting the agreement but the majority of labor dispute groups were 
against it, placing the two sides in Struggle with one another. A detailed sequence of events will be 
provided separately,17 but the Otoineppu Labor Dispute Group opposed the “Four Party Agreement”. 
As a result they were attacked in various ways including being cut off from assistance money from 
Kokuro Headquarters and obstructions to sales. The labor dispute group was therefore forced to 
ﬁght not only against the government and JR management, but for a time also Kokuro Headquarters 
itself. Additionally, in 2003, the Supreme Court annulled the Central Labor Relations Commission’s 
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Assistance Order, making defeat of the union seem likely. However, in two lawsuits, one of which was 
against the Japan Railway Construction Public Corporation (Tekken Kodan), partial recognition was 
given to the claim of “union discrimination in hiring” in both lower and upper court decisions.  Under 
difﬁcult conditions, the labor dispute group was through its actions able to secure a partial victory.
With this success, rapid developments towards a resolution began to be seen following the change 
of administration to the Democratic Party of Japan in the fall of 2009. The Kokuro labor dispute 
groups were cooperating again, having overcome their temporary confrontational stance. The “Four 
Person, Four Group”18 assemblage that included the Kokuro labor dispute groups saw the change in 
administration as an opportunity to achieve the political resolution they had been seeking. At the same 
time, the Democratic Party administration also saw the need to put an end to this long-standing dispute 
and worked vigorously towards that end. By March 2010, the three governing parties together with 
the Komeito Party had submitted a settlement proposal, and following consultations, this proposal 
saw widespread consent. As a result, on April 9, 2010, a settlement proposal was presented to the 
government entitled “Towards the Political Resolution of the Problem Involving the 1047 Persons 
Affected by the Restructuring of National Railways.” The administration approved the proposal.
On June 28, 2010, a settlement was reached in which Kokuro and other involved parties would 
withdraw their lawsuit before the Supreme Court demanding the retraction of their dismissals in return 
for a state pay-out of more than 19.9 billion yen. This disbursement was actually made by the Japan 
Railway Construction, Transport and Technology Agency (the old “Tekken Kodan”) upon the request of 
the state. The amount gave a lump settlement for claims including 20 years worth of resolution money, 
and was paid out to 904 of the 910 labor dispute group members (six members refused the settlement). 
Four hundred and forty of these labor dispute group members are from Hokkaido. The average payout 
to each individual household amounted to 20.9 million yen (organization support money is excluded).
However, in regards to employment, the terms of the settlement stated, “The government would 
work to have JR employ (the group members). (...) JR cannot be forced into a hiring position and 
employment is not guaranteed.” At present, there are 183 individuals under the age of 55 that are 
seeking a return to the various JR entities, and although efforts towards that goal are continuing,19 
there are no signs from the JR group that any of these group members will be re-hired. It is highly 
unlikely that the labor dispute group members will return to their places of work. Much criticism of the 
settlement has been made regarding the difﬁculties of institutional restorations of pensions, as well as 
the fact that there was no apology in the settlement for the unfair labor practices taken.20
However, the labor dispute group (Kokuro Tosodan) chose to accept the settlement. The first 
reason for this was the desire for a “swift resolution”, which is to say it was deemed that, if a settlement 
was not reached during the period immediately following the change of administration, it would take 
even longer to resolve the issue. Second, in response to the humiliating “800,000 yen per person” 
proposal previously reached by the four parties, the labor dispute groups started their own lawsuit, and 
because of this the level of the settlement had been increased to over 20 million yen per person. While 
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nowhere near the level they were originally demanding, it was a level to which they had to compromise.
7. Conclusion: Future Projects and Social Economy in Depopulated Areas
Now that the Struggle is approaching its ﬁnal chapter, what will be the future of the NPO? No concrete 
future plans had been decided upon as of summer 2010. However, as the average age of the group 
members is over 50 years old, the settlement amount for their pensions was almost zero, and there is 
little chance that even the younger members will return to work at JR, the group members are even 
after the settlement likely to resolve to continue the organization and their businesses in Otoineppu. 
However, the traditional sales routes to labor unions that they had come to depend on have begun 
to close down, as the settlement has brought about the dissolution of the sales organizations. The 
settlement money allocated to the group members is also likely to change the wage pooling system and 
other routines that had been practiced until now.
Efforts to create new sales routes and develop new products have become pressing issues in order 
to continue the organization and make it independent. However, within the Otoineppu Labor Dispute 
Group are the mutual assistance of resolute compatriots and an environment that allows for free 
inventiveness. As long as these conditions remain unaltered, these issues will likely be overcome.
During the time when the Four Party Agreement was causing in-ﬁghting at Kokuro, there was a 
point at which a mass meeting had descended into chaos. From the platform, the wife of an Otoineppu 
Labor Dispute Group member shouted, “Do not unilaterally decide our lives for us! Do not unilaterally 
decide the lives of others!”.21 Kokuro Headquarters at that time had not carried out sufﬁcient debate 
or achieved sufficient agreement on the issue, and simply wanted to bring the dispute under one-
sided control. This can be said to mean that Kokuro Headquarters was at that point positioned in 
the same manner as the government and the JR managers who “unilaterally” pulled up the railroad 
tracks, abandoned the regions, and tried to destroy the livelihoods of those who lived there. The words 
spoken in response to this were a “call from the heart,” stressing the minimum level of rights to self-
determination of the oppressed. At the same time, within the process by which the Otoineppu Labor 
Dispute Group turned what began as “self-support” activities into unique organizations that spread 
across the region, the group members saw their way of thinking change from the “safe enterprise” of 
National Railways to living with the region. This “road of self-learning” overlapped with the “call from 
the heart.” The reason for this is simple; if in a limited and depopulated area, such as the one given in 
this example, one does not live with the region, one’s own existence is impossible.
For “social economy” organizations, the activities of which are not for profit but for a “new 
communality”22 and operate in difficult environments, these kinds of self-determination and self-
learning are vital and necessary elements. I feel that the analysis of this example has demonstrated this 
point.
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–89, which was based on on-site hearings conducted in July 2006. Overall corrections and revisions were made 
using information from on-site hearings conducted in March 2010, as well as later movements. Local data and 
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